HUSA Budget Finally Approved at Emergency Meeting

By ADAM ARMSTRONG

Tuesday, October 10, 2000

Howard Welcomes Olympic Swimmer Back to Campus

By AKOSUA A. D. OAKO-ATIYU

Howard University welcomed Olympic swimmer Monu Emeziem back to campus last week, two years after she competed at the Sydney Olympics.

"I am so happy to be back home," Monu said. "I am happy to be home. It has been a two-year wait. It was really tough to leave the pool and see my friends."

"The good news, however, is that I have a small break from swimming. Before participating in any events, I will "try to get a bit more sleep," Monu said.

Nicholson Still Ailing

Husband Pleads for Prayers for the vice-president

By JENNIFER LINDSAY

Tuesday, October 10, 2000
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"We are trying to manage the disease, but for
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Making the Cut

Collegiate Republicans Invite Bush To Howard

By BRADY WILKINSON

Tuesday, October 10, 2000

Hi都市报

Howard University students' political organization invited George W. Bush to the campus on October 4 for a private presidential candidate meeting.

The invitation comes just three weeks before publication of the book "The Best Interest of the Students," an internal investigation conducted by athletic compliance officer A.B. Williamson.

"The President has been on our campus many times," said spokesman Joan Ackerman. "We have received the invitation."

"The invitation was reviewed on Monday by Bush's campaign staff members without compensation from their offices."

"When Mr. Bush's representative called and said he was going to send in line with Republican Students for the 2000 election, we received the invitation," said spokesman Joan Ackerman. "We have received the invitation."

"We are trying to manage the disease, but for..."
Voices & Views

Do You Think George W. Bush Should Speak At Howard?

By Alexi Dioum

B

oth Yearbook editors have closed the book on undergraduates. This year marks the last time that a student will be able to make a joke in the Yearbook. The Yearbook is being forced to surface at Blackburn Center to wear their purchase. The purchase fee for the book is $30.00. If you need to purchase the book now, please call 202-806-4748. If you have any questions, please stop by the office or call 202-806-4748.

The Balancing Act

The Yearbook staff, "We're in college now and should be adults. We can't lead the trip to get your picture taken."

"No, I don't think that he reflects the best first time voters. and as voters, we need to not to play "catch up" with Gore. If he "No. because I don't agree with some George W. Bush students can get an understanding of candidate's opinions, but my vote "Bush should come to Howard so of his ideas and programs ..."

"Jumping the Broom" in College Is Worth the Plunge, Students Say

By Joe Ricket

H

uman Furnace doesn't have to balance schoolwork, his job, marriage, and a social relationship, especially with someone he finds attractive and interesting. It is in the best for both of us."

"We became the students at last summer's conference, but our vote was to stay in college."

"Yes, because a lot of Howard students are first time voters, and as voters, we need to know who we should give our vote to."

"No, I don't think that the deadlines were fair."

HU Organization Checks Available

The 1999-2000 HUSA administration facilitated the processing of checks for several student organizations from General Assembly. The following is a list of organizations which have not yet turned in their checks. The balance of the monies, since these checks are due March 2000. The checks are available from the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and Student Activities (202-806-4748). Checks will be held by the current president of the organization, as regis-

Get News!

Call The Hilltop Tip Line
And tell us about it.
202-806-4748

The Hilltop, 8/20
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Student Bemoan Yearbook Photo Schedule

Only 600 Undergrads Show Up For Photos During Seven-Day Session in Blackburn

By Alexi Dioum
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oth Yearbook editors have closed the book on undergraduates. This year marks the last time that a student will be able to make a joke in the Yearbook. The Yearbook is being forced to surface at Blackburn Center to wear their purchase. The purchase fee for the book is $30.00. If you need to purchase the book now, please call 202-806-4748. If you have any questions, please stop by the office or call 202-806-4748.
The Yard has been the place to be on a Friday for decades. Band members from the 84th Street High School in New York come down here to test their skills, and students from Howard University come to relax and catch up with friends. It's just too easy to let yourself be sidetracked when it comes to school Monday morning.

The Friday 'Yard' Experience

By Allen Powell

For most people, Fridays are a day that they can't wait to get over. But, for students at Howard University, Fridays are a day to look forward to. The Yard has been the place to be on a Friday for decades. And it's not just a place for students to have fun; it's also a place to catch up with old friends and make new ones.
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You can get lost at a huge investment bank, or join us and find out how good you really are.

We will be off-campus interviewing for Investment Banking Analyst positions. If interested please submit your resume by October 24th to Mallory Coffin at mallory_coffin@prusec.com

For more information visit our website at: www.prudentialsecurities.com/investment_banking/careers.htm
A ‘Conspiracy’ Exposed in the District

By Tina Martinez
Hilltop Staff Writer

Close your eyes and imagine a place where everyone is uniformly dressed and fighting for the same cause. People standing side-by-side, willing to die for their people and ready to educate not only themselves but others to take action.

This was a rally at the Town Hall Meeting at the Prince Hall Masonic Temple on September 28, as a host of powerful black District residents, business leaders and students gathered for the cause.

The purpose of the meeting, sponsored by the New Black Panther Party, was to discuss the state of black DC.

Brother David Van Williams, the political action committee director for the NBPP, said the party hopes to destroy the problems facing blacks, in the District. Williams defined those problems as gentrification, lack of housing, black depopulation, the closing of DC General Hospital and police brutality.

"We want to do is expose and counter the conspiracy to destroy Black Washington, DC," Williams said. "We want to inspire the people of DC to get involved and not give up on tackling the problems that are affecting the African-American community."

Malik Shabazz, leader of the DC chapter of the NBPP, said blacks need to fight black depopulation more aggressively as whites continue to move into the U Street area.

"In five years the area surrounding the Howard community is going to be 80% white," Shabazz said. "Land is the basis of power; and whenever we lose land, we lose power."

Dr. Frances Cresc Williams, a psychiatrist and former Howard professor, attended the meeting.

NAACP President Benjamin Chavis Jr. said he was encouraged by the meeting, but he also had concerns.

"We need to make sure that when they make their demands on the city, that they are realistic and do not attack the city," Chavis said.

Despite the concerns, Chavis said he was encouraged by the meeting.

The people who attended the meeting were aware of the problems facing blacks in the District, but they also had hopes for the future.

"We need a new leader in the city," Chavis said. "We need a leader who is going to stand up for the black community and not just talk about it."

The meeting was a step in the right direction, but there is still work to be done.

BY NICOLE COLEMAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Recently, the District's mayor is caught with his mistress while doing drugs.

This is a scene from the new CBS television drama "The District." The show's pilot premiered this summer.

The show and its content has Mayor Anthony Williams, said that while the mayor has yet to see the show, he is upset about what he has heard.

"Neither the mayor nor members of his staff have actually seen the show; they only know of what's in the papers," Sermons said. "What they have heard from the media is very disheartening. It was terrible to see the mayor's role in a negative and self-defeating manner.

"Besides, the mayor's drug scene, William's staff objects to, is not the only problem in the show. A police officer who tampers with statistics to falsely show crime is on a decline is another depiction the mayor's staff objects to. And yet another objection lies in an episode in which the show's only Hispanic character is revealed to be a serial rapist who murders his ex-wife.

"What they have heard from the media is not what the show is about. What they have heard is not what the mayor objects to."

"The show is fiction," Gainer said. "We have a real police chief, running a real police department in a very real city, run by an excellent mayor.
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Because of the response the pilot show received, CBS has agreed to make a few changes, including the depiction of the mayor. The old mayor's role emerged as a stereotypical Marion Barry character. But, the character was rewritten. John Amos of "Roots" and "Good Times" was cast as Mayor Ethan Williams.

CBS also agreed to send the mayor's office a copy of the new pilot when it is ready. The show's executives have asked to meet with Mayor Williams whenever he wants to discuss the show.

Sermons believes CBS's changes will be well-received by the mayor and his staff.

"Over the past few days we understand that changes are being made that we would find more favorable to the mayor's office and the District."

CBS Upsets City Officials With Show
Elections 2000

By KENYA MALIKH RANKIN

Hitop Staff Writer

Traffic flows easily and all is pleasant in front of Meyer School, a public elementary school on 11th St., NW. But on November 7, voting day, the atmosphere here will be a lot more hectic. Meyer School is the site where many Washingtonians are designated to vote, including Howard Plaza Towers residents.

While some Howard students know where they will vote, others have yet to decide if they will vote in the District or by absentee ballot in their home states.

"Individual Howard are dealing with two realities," said Alvin Thornton, chairman of the Howard University Political Science Department. "That as the college student, whose fortunes are bia, and the reality of their home's political situation." Thornton feels that Howard students should vote where their choice will make the most significant impact on the African American community.

While out-of-state students may not be residents of the District, they can still vote here. After living in the District for 30 days a student is allowed to vote in the District. "They can also download absentee ballot request forms for many states at the website above by linking to their state's site."

Others believe students should vote in Washington, DC. Diaron Norton (D), has no voting power on the floor and she cannot introduce legislation without the help of another member of Congress. Norton can vote in committee, however. This is because the District is not a true state of the Union.
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Open Your Mind... And Your Future....

GET the experience of a lifetime while living in a different environment or a different culture and earn COLLEGE CREDITS, too!

♦ Sophomores and juniors are eligible to participate in both domestic and international exchange programs.

♦ You can study at one of more than 200 colleges and universities in the United States and abroad.

♦ The application deadline for Spring 2001 is October 16, 2000.

♦ Check us out for applications NOW in

The Office of Domestic and International Exchanges
Johnson Administration Building
Room G-11
Bush Invited to Howard

From RUSH AI
power to effect the fate opportunities of African Americans," Thornton said.

College Republicans officials said Howard Republicans would not show up for a debate between Bush and Chalaby. Republicans called the College Republicans said both Democrats and Republicans students should hear speeches given by the opposing party's presidential runner. Chalaby said the address would "allow students to educate themselves." 

"These are prime times in which there is a greater power in knowing. They need to shake the issues before going to vote," he said.

"Regardless of the party, it is the job of Republicans that they must tell their story to as much people as possible," said Chalaby. "We need to take back to the white house the people who are part of a coalition, not the middle of the DC, the perfect place to be doing something that still bring us to that point.

Quest for the Gold

Muno Returns From Olympics

From OLYMPIC AL

Mumo has now returned from the Olympics, to his home to sign to a new opportunity.

"This is a great opportunity for me," he said. "I am excited to train hard and continue to improve my craft." 

Muno's coach, Beny Aiken, the program director for the National Student Exchange, said, "It was an eye opening experience for anyone who wants to experience the world beyond their own. I went to Brazil looking for something that will bring us to that point." 

Through the program, Mumo has had the opportunity to study and work in countries like Brazil, where he was ready to explore the country in her Portuguese class. Holmes said, "I went to Brazil looking for something that will bring us to that point." 

Post Partnership Seeks to Student Opportunities

By Jim Bruns

Will Howard University have interested

"We are excited to announce our new partnership with Howard University," said Howard University. "This partnership will allow students to gain experience in the newspaper profession through study programs and internships."

"The elite of the partnership hope to provide Howard students with "experience in journalism that will lead to a career at The Washington Post," said Bo Jones, the Washington Post's corporate communications officer. "The partnership will allow students to gain experience in the newspaper profession through study programs and internships."

"It was a great opportunity for Howard University and its students," said President Mary. "We are proud of our School of Communications, and Dean Harvey of the School of Communications."

"We are excited to announce our new partnership with Howard University," said Howard University. "This partnership will allow students to gain experience in the newspaper profession through study programs and internships."

"Our program provides a great opportunity for Howard students to study and work in countries like Brazil, where he was ready to explore the country in her Portuguese class. Holmes said, "I went to Brazil looking for something that will bring us to that point." 

Tyler Sues University

From TITL E: AI

fresh leads in an addition of the cline now in question. During her 20 years in the front rank of the Lady Bows. "I was not looking for the LiBB Bow to three NCAA tournament

grams are now in question." 

Study Abroad Programs Provide Unique Semesters For Some

By Megan Bacon

"It was a great opportunity for Howard University and its students," said President Mary. "We are proud of our School of Communications, and Dean Harvey of the School of Communications."

Now, that's good reading!

Check Us Out

On the Web

http://hilltop.howard.edu

Merrill Lynch

Thinking about a Career in Investment Banking?

Join Jeffrey Kaplan, Managing Director, Investment Banking for an online discussion of The e-Merging Tech M&A Marketplace.

Wednesday, October 11, 8:00-9:00 PM Eastern Time

Online at www.wetfeet.com

Thinking about a Career in IT?

Join John McKinley, Global CTO for an online discussion of Merrill Lynch Technology — A Great Opportunity for Talented Few.

Wednesday, October 18, 8:00-9:00 PM Eastern Time

Online at www.wetfeet.com
Now that you've gotten into college,

here's your chance
to really go somewhere.

Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college now — and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it. One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job every summer while you're still in school — making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.

web site: www.inroadsinc.org

You got this far. Now go farther.

©creation

How should we protect the rights of artists in a digital world? Get the online music debate from a different point-of-view.

ARTISTS AGAINST PIRACY

www.ArtistsAgainstPiracy.com
Mr. Bush, Stay at Home!

What is a campus rumor is now official. Presidential candidate George Bush, Sources invited to speak at our beloved University. Yes, vice-president and presidential candidate, Al Gore, visited our campus. We all know how much of a stir that caused. But, who says that Mr. Bush must grace us with his presence also?

The College Republicans, who were unknown until this time, have invited the Republican party's choice for president. Based on what he represents, the esteemed governor of Texas is not someone who should be invited to our campus. Why should we want to visit our campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University? That is the school in South Carolina, which, until recently, banned its students from interfraternity dating. Now, what possibly could campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University?

The College Republicans, who are allowed more women to be executed than any other state. Added to women who were deserted by their husbands, a deathrow inmate whose conviction was steeped in controversy. The turmoil that faces the HBCU's in Bush's state should be reason alone for us not to encourage Mr. Bush to speak at our University.

We all know how much of a stir that caused. But, who says that Mr. Bush must grace us with his presence also?

The College Republicans, who were unknown until this time, have invited the Republican party's choice for president. Based on what he represents, the esteemed governor of Texas is not someone who should be invited to our campus. Why should we want to visit our campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University? That is the school in South Carolina, which, until recently, banned its students from interfraternity dating. Now, what possibly could campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University?

The College Republicans, who are allowed more women to be executed than any other state. Added to women who were deserted by their husbands, a deathrow inmate whose conviction was steeped in controversy. The turmoil that faces the HBCU's in Bush's state should be reason alone for us not to encourage Mr. Bush to speak at our University.

The College Republicans, who were unknown until this time, have invited the Republican party's choice for president. Based on what he represents, the esteemed governor of Texas is not someone who should be invited to our campus. Why should we want to visit our campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University? That is the school in South Carolina, which, until recently, banned its students from interfraternity dating. Now, what possibly could campus when he has endorsed such racist institutions as Bob Jones University?
ByAtomPepe 
Life & Style Fashion Columnist

I find myself, an urban contemporary man of style, constantly searching for my image. The clothes that I wear can sometimes be an extension of who I am. It is not unusual for someone to be observed for his or her clothing. Many individuals will be watching you to determine by your clothing what kind of person you are. As a result, it is important to select what you wear carefully. Not only does your clothing provide a clue to your character, but it can also be a reflection of your personal style and individuality. As a basketball player, my image is very important. I have to look good on the court if I want to be taken seriously. This is why I am always careful about what I wear. I want to be perceived as a professional athlete who takes his job seriously. My clothing is an extension of who I am and what I stand for. The clothes that I wear are a part of me. They define who I am and what kind of impression I make on others. I want to make sure that my clothing reflects my personality and my values. I am not afraid to take risks with my clothing, but I am also not afraid to stick with what works. I am a mix of traditional and modern styles. I like to experiment with different looks and see what works best for me. I am not afraid to be bold and expressive with my clothing. I want to be seen as a leader in my field, and I believe that my clothing is a part of that.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
@ The BURR
BISON vs. Hampton U.
**TODAY** - 6PM, Fri., Oct. 6
&
BISON vs. UM-Eastern Shore
6PM, Tues., Oct 10

SWIMMING & DIVING
THE SHARK INTRA-SQUAD MEET
@ The BURR Pool
**TODAY** - 5PM, Fri., Oct. 6

SOCCER DOUBLE HEADER!!
@ Greene Stadium
**TODAY** – Fri., Oct. 6
WOMEN vs. Stetson U. @5:30PM
MEN vs. Florida Int’l @ 7:30PM

WOMEN'S SOCCER
@ Greene Stadium
BISON vs. South Carolina State
**TOMORROW** - 3:00PM, Sat., Oct. 7
Dorm Rooms: A Private Retreat

By Brandon A. Miller
Hilltop Staff Writer

After a grueling day of classes, Flite Hunter takes her daily hike back to her residence in the West Towers. Many times after what gigi Flines has endured during her day, she can always take comfort in one thing: her room. Hunter is one of many students who outgrow their way of making their room an extremely unique and pleasant environment. "I look forward to coming back to my room after a class," said Hunter, a junior biology major. In her suite, her bedroom is coordinated with lime green and blue, and the bathroom sports the colors pastel and mint green and her kitchen is full of purple and green. All rooms are accessorized with various items such as her works of art, homemade picture frames, inflatable chairs, pictures, birthday cards, and flowers. "I consider myself to be a pretty creative person," said Hunter. "Since I am biology major I don't get to express my creativity as much as I would like." Sophomore acting major Jason Hill said "It is such a distinctive room in direct reflection of his personality. "I like to be free," said Hill. "I like to be me. I want everybody to know who I am." With his heavy usage of black lights, neon accessories, it won't be long before everybody notices his room when they enter the West Towers.

The most noticeable feature of Hill's room is the collection of seven cups on the ceiling that express his sentiment about his room. "The room cup seals it. That's because that's what my room is," said Hill. "I know that my room is tight," said Hill. In addition to the cups, there are two black lights, an neon mask from the movie "Scream," lighters, postcards, and a picture of Lil' Kim, Tyra Banks, and Halle Berry. For sophomore Loren Collier, the decorations in his room in Cook Hall are an easy way for anyone who enters to know him better. "I see my room as an outward manifestation of who I am and what I like," said Collier. "It is a constant reminder of what makes me happy and everything just makes me feel at home." Collier's room includes posters, covers virtually every inch of the room, including the ceiling, digital不是很s, marques, his high school football jersey, a parking sign, and turntables.

There are many prudent avenues one can pursue in trying to advance a dorm room past the minimal stage. "Go to the dollar store or an odds and ends store and pick up random items," said Hunter. "I used a lot of stuff from home to decorate too." Hill recommends stores such as Spencer's and Limut's. "Findings to find unique items to decorate with. "You can find stuff anywhere. Whenever you see something you like, whether its on the street or in someone else's room, just take it," said Collier. "Also try to get free posters of your favorite artists from record stores," he added.

Souljah Speaks

By Jacqueline N. Hibbs
Hilltop Staff Writer

"It is possible for you to academically advance, change the world, and be a part of the African American community," said Souljah, a member of the Teton Tower. Thursday, September 21 Blackburn's Ballroom. The world was waiting for Souljah, and the leader in the African American community. She is an artist, a poet, a welder, and someone who just happened to be in the right place at the right time. Souljah is the face of an entire community. "I consider myself to be a pretty creative person," said Souljah. "Since I am biology major I don't get to express my creativity as much as I would like." Sophomore acting major Jason Hill said "It is such a distinctive room in direct reflection of his personality. "I like to be free," said Hill. "I like to be me. I want everybody to know who I am." With his heavy usage of black lights, neon accessories, it won't be long before everybody notices his room when they enter the West Towers.

The most noticeable feature of Hill's room is the collection of seven cups on the ceiling that express his sentiment about his room. "The room cup seals it. That's because that's what my room is," said Hill. "I know that my room is tight," said Hill. In addition to the cups, there are two black lights, an neon mask from the movie "Scream," lighters, postcards, and a picture of Lil' Kim, Tyra Banks, and Halle Berry. For sophomore Loren Collier, the decorations in his room in Cook Hall are an easy way for anyone who enters to know him better. "I see my room as an outward manifestation of who I am and what I like," said Collier. "It is a constant reminder of what makes me happy and everything just makes me feel at home." Collier's room includes posters, covers virtually every inch of the room, including the ceiling, digital不是很s, marques, his high school football jersey, a parking sign, and turntables.

There are many prudent avenues one can pursue in trying to advance a dorm room past the minimal stage. "Go to the dollar store or an odds and ends store and pick up random items," said Hunter. "I used a lot of stuff from home to decorate too." Hill recommends stores such as Spencer's and Limut's. "Findings to find unique items to decorate with. "You can find stuff anywhere. Whenever you see something you like, whether its on the street or in someone else's room, just take it," said Collier. "Also try to get free posters of your favorite artists from record stores," he added.
**Changing Faces**

A Review

Brandon M. Bickerrick

Sports/Week/Editor

Grades: B

When Changing Faces for the R&B scene in 1994 with its gold self-titled debut, fans were treated. Driven by the platinum single "Stroke You Up," it could well be considered an instant favorite. In 1996, the album 'Toes Marshall Mathews' was released, distinguished by its preference, yielding 13 tracks for the chart. The album "BackStage" features production by some of the top names in the game, including Bryce Wilson, Malik Pendleton, and R. Mark Harris, Jr.

"BackStage" never even made it into the雨水 - fearing black woman. The strong silent, talking black woman is dead.

"BackStage" was unexpectly enjoyable. The historic departure from the lyricist's '80s story line, "Feel Good," is refreshingly different. Critics have labeled it "intentionally" off the wall, "the first black film to capture the lightness of the stories of the concert that were no direct way of violence or sense. The film was so good that it forced many to see it again.

**BackStage**

Christopher Hauld

Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: B

Despite the tendency of the audience to chant loudly with the lyric "BackStage" was unstoppable enjoyable. The historical departure from the lyricist's '80s story line, "Feel Good," is refreshingly different. Critics have labeled it "intentionally" off the wall, "the first black film to capture the lightness of the stories of the concert that were no direct way of violence or sense. The film was so good that it forced many to see it again.

"BackStage" never even made it into the雨水 - fearing black woman. The strong silent, talking black woman is dead.

**Exorcist Returns Fans To Theaters**

Mark Harris, Jr.

Hilltop Staff writer

Grade: B

When Changing Faces hit the R&B scene in 1994 with its gold self-titled debut, fans were treated. Driven by the platinum single "Stroke You Up," it could well be considered an instant favorite. In 1996, the album 'Toes Marshall Mathews' was released, distinguished by its preference, yielding 13 tracks for the chart. The album "BackStage" features production by some of the top names in the game, including Bryce Wilson, Malik Pendleton, and R. Mark Harris, Jr.

"BackStage" never even made it into the雨水 - fearing black woman. The strong silent, talking black woman is dead.

"BackStage" was unexpectly enjoyable. The historic departure from the lyricist's '80s story line, "Feel Good," is refreshingly different. Critics have labeled it "intentionally" off the wall, "the first black film to capture the lightness of the stories of the concert that were no direct way of violence or sense. The film was so good that it forced many to see it again.

"BackStage" never even made it into the雨水 - fearing black woman. The strong silent, talking black woman is dead.
It could happen to any one of us. And if it did, wouldn’t you pray for someone to help you put your life back together. We’re here for Donna for as long as it takes.

Your donation could change a life.

Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or visit www.voa.org

---

**Midnight Madness**

**At The Mecca**

10:00 PM

**Friday, October 15**

**At The Burr**

Midnight Madness is an evening of excitement presenting the women's and men's basketball teams to you at their first practice.

We wear your HU gear!! Do not miss this one!!

Step show, music, prizes, contests, give-aways, surprise guests!!!!!!!

One free ticket will be issued to Howard students, staff and faculty with Capstone cards in the Blackburn University Center, Ground Floor

Thurs., Oct 12 from 11am-7pm

Friday, Oct 13 from 11am-7pm.

Division of Student Affairs

October, 2000
BISON ROUNDUP

MEAC Football Scores

Norfolk State 20 6 4 0 0
South Division
Coppin State 1 1 2 9
BCC 0 1 2 1 4
Hilltop 3 0 8 7
William & Mary at Hampton
UMES 1-3 1-8

MORE MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES

STATE COLLEGE, PA (AP) - The Pennsylvania State University has halted all varsity sports at the school for the rest of the year due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

Tyrone Matthews (from left), Daeon Carter, and Daeon Harrison (from right), members of the Penn State football team, hold a press conference on Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2020, in State College, Pa.

Penn State's athletic director, Scott Barnes, said in a statement that the decision was made after consulting with the NCAA, the school's president, and other university leaders.

"We're doing this because we know this is the right thing to do," Barnes said in his statement. "We know our student-athletes have done an incredible job of following the guidelines that have helped keep our campus healthy and safe, and we're proud of them.

"But we also know that the season could be disrupted at any time, and we're not willing to risk the health and safety of our players."

The decision comes just days after the program had announced that 25 players had tested positive for COVID-19, including 17 players who were scheduled to play in this year's game.

The NCAA has also been forced to cancel its 2020 football season, which was scheduled to begin in September.

"We understand that this decision is difficult for our players, their families, and our fans," Barnes said. "But we also believe it's the right decision for the health and safety of our entire community.

"We will continue to work with the NCAA and other universities to ensure that our student-athletes have the best possible experience, and we will be ready to return to the field as soon as it's safe to do so."
The iphone 12 is here, and it's got everything you need to stay connected, from a powerful processor to advanced cameras.
Nganga Makes Strides

From PROFILE
Nganga's best time over the five-mile distance so far this season is second or third for Howard. "Before a race, I imagine doing my workout, eating a healthy breakfast, and a place to rest. When it matters most, it is a great feeling. I am very happy, with what they are doing," said Nganga. This is Merill and Shivers first season as coaches. "They are doing a good job helping us," said Nganga. "We have a great team, good talent, and we have runners from the old school leading the way. We have always been proud to run for Howard."

Running distance plus Nganga time to think about life and what matters the most. "Every day, I like my practice, every mile, is a goal in life. What matters to me is that I finish the race," said Nganga.

In the future, Nganga plans to run for recreation. His career plans are to be a businessman involved in sports administration. "It is my passion to encourage people," says Nganga, "I enjoy being a help as much as I enjoy being prepared and looking at the future, in as well as in life, successfully.

The Hilltop. Be Heard. Need e Say More?

Sports... every week
Need We Say More?
The Hilltop. Be Heard.

American Red Cross
This is when people need you. Not later. Not eventually. Right now. Please, support the American Red Cross. Your donations mean others will get things like food, clothing, and a place to rest...when it matters most.

1-800-HELP-NOW.

The Extra Point
What are the Olympics Really About?

By Kenneth K. Brown
Special to the Hilltop

It has often been said that the Olympic games are a showcase of the best athletes the world has to offer, which it truly is. We all enjoy cheering for our home countries, the underdogs and the world's rising stars. But we do see athletes care about more than just the medals?

When the original 'Dream Team' was formed in 1992, many basketball fans in this country saw it as a gold medal for them. After all, it was the finest American basketball team ever formed (besides the 2000 Olympic basketball team), represented by the best players in the world, with the most talent. There were more rising stars than on the court. In as well as in life, successfully.

Winning a gold medal should be one of the greatest accomplishments for an athlete. Besides, many of those non-NBA players will never see such a unique opportunity, so why not go for it? I guess the players thought they were going to win anyway, so why play too hard?

I have news for them, there are a couple of hard working players who are going to take home the gold medal too.

One on the NBA's. The girl's team played harder. Then again, it seems like female basketball players always play harder than male players. Why is that?

One thing is for sure, female players are more fundamentally sound. Even a little thing to see if they are not quite good enough. Men like Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, Larry Bird and Kobe Bryant have dominated the sport. But would people in this country have watched the men if all-star teams had not been created? Why not? The Olympics would have captured our attention without them.

This year's version of the "Dream Team" looks totally different from the original one. Vince Carter, Jason Kidd and Ray Allen have taken over where Larry Bird, Magic Johnson, Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, Larry Bird and Kobe Bryant have left off. However, I am ashamed of how far from the game's glory this past Summer. Gold is the most important award a player can win. So why not go for it? I guess the players thought they were going to win anyway, so why play too hard?

I have news for them, there are a couple of hard working players who are going to take home the gold medal too.

Winning a gold medal should be one of the greatest accomplishments for an athlete. Besides, many of those non-NBA players will never see such a unique opportunity, so why not go for it? I guess the players thought they were going to win anyway, so why play too hard?

I have news for them, there are a couple of hard working players who are going to take home the gold medal too.

Winning a gold medal should be one of the greatest accomplishments for an athlete. Besides, many of those non-NBA players will never see such a unique opportunity, so why not go for it? I guess the players thought they were going to win anyway, so why play too hard?
battered

It could happen to any one of us. And if it did, wouldn't you pray for someone to help you put your life back together. We're here for Donna for as long as it takes.

Your donation could change a life. Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or visit www.voa.org.

ESSENCE OnCampus College Tour

We're rolling out to HOWARD UNIVERSITY's campus this fall and WE WANT TO MEET YOU.

Check out our Politics of Hip-Hop Speak-nt.
Friday, October 6 - Politics of Hip-Hop, P.O. Box 43020678, N.Y.C.

Join us for an outdoor campus fest on The Yard (2nd-Block 9am-6pm). October 7, 11:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Fitness workout with the City Gym Boys, cool-down massages, beauty tips, fashion workshop, career session and celebrity performances.

Give back with "Donate for Change"—donate your spare change to benefit a nonprofit organization and get a free ESSENCE gift bag (while supplies last).

For more details listen to WCHY 93.9 FM or visit www.essence.com for additional information.

Sponsored by:

AVON
Feria

Hip Hop panel moved to Rankin Chapel. Seating is limited to only Howard Students Only. Free Tickets must be picked up at Crampton Auditorium prior to event.
I'm Sorry, But My Hair Is Nappy

By Johnny J. Jones

High School Writer

For 13 long years my hair has been my constant enemy. From my childhood until now, my hair has been the source of much frustration. It has been a constant battle to keep it under control. It has taken a toll on my self-esteem and my overall confidence. I have tried various methods to manage it, but nothing has really worked. I have used hair products,我去...
**ARTS Briefs**
Compiled by Ginger Skinner

If you love quilts and art, you’ll love a new exhibit opening today at the Renwick Gallery in the National Museum of American Art on 17th and Pennsylvania Ave., NW. “Spirits of the Cloth: Contemporary Quilts by African American Artists” features 50 quilts that explore the African American experience from various perspectives, past and present. Some of the quilts present traditional African colors and patterns, while others like, L. Merchie Frazier’s “From a Birmingham Jail: MLK,” probe social and political issues. Events related to this exhibit are a quilting symposium on Oct. 7, a family quilting day on Oct. 15, and a family gospel concert on Dec. 10.

The exhibit runs until Jan. 28 and the museum is open daily from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. For information, call 202-357-2700. FREE!

What’s Art Nouveau? It’s a comprehensive exhibit at the National Gallery of Art, 600 Constitution Ave. NW. “Art Nouveau” presents more than 150 pieces of paintings, sculptures, jewelry, glass, ceramics, furniture and more from 1890-1914. The exhibit runs through Jan. 28 and the museum is open daily from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. For information, call 737-4215.

“My Foot My Tutor” is only running through tomorrow at the DC Arts Center, 2438 18th St., NW. This play is a comedy that examines life and art viewed through the relationship between a farm hand and his warden.

Show time is Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are only $10 - $15. For information, call 202-462-7833.

“Birmingham Jail: MLK”, is only running through tomorrow at the DC Arts Center.

**POETRY CORNER**

**I Wear Your Socks**

**LOVE POEM #219**

I wear your socks today.
Remember those long, once-on-a-time white socks you left over my house? The ones you probably half kicked in, wound in, ran in, threw on the floor or in the back of your closet, at first, then later and later at the house. You know...the ones I cherish, tucked neatly folded in my top drawer, next to things that make the intimate parts of me.

As I baked down today at my stove, and-a-half feet in your shoe 10 socks...too BIG, loaned in the wrong places, but otherwise a perfect fit...I wondered what you’d think.

So I wrote this, so you could know that I foolishly wear your socks.

I wore your socks today, the ones that meet your calves but come up past my knees, the ones I forget to give back but are glad I kept.

See, I don’t have any socks like these. That warn my heart and my feet and make me think of you with every step.

I wore your socks today, these old ugly things that belong under your bed, or under long pants and thick Tshirts...but kinda look like new on me, like a piece of you on me.

Baby, I wore your socks today, felt your skin rub against mine, took them off, put them back on, rubbed the cotton in my nipples inside them, and tomorrow, I’ll wear them again.

—Lady Raine

**ESPRESSO**

Hey girl.

You brown skin.

You a fourteen-year-old’s wet dream.

You all smooth and simple.

Stacking chips like your last name

Harsh...

Even Elliot Ness you uncatchable,

With them full lips. I’m sure you make Prince Charming with a kiss.

Datelinda Vernon rock your ship.

Those hips bouncing like a metronome,

Trying to compute your beauty would shatter Einstein’s dome.

It’s not just your outside.

Your soul just the color of boating or the way your face shatters sorrow when you smile or

The way your feet seem to cut carpet like Moses parting the Red Sea.

The way everyone looks at your like your Santa Claus in the photo or

The way your forehead furrows where I grew up or

The way your touch communicates.

Respirators,

Inspirators

When I’m low or

The goddess

Of exteriors

That make you mo-better Than Tammy, Shav or Jessica

Or that you hot and cool despite the weather

You make everything simpler You make me better

Heard that? “Better”,

You look off each chain, shackles and tighter

Bought me new feathers

So I can soar,

I would say I adore,

Cherish.

Love

Or even appreciate you

But see those verbs can’t even do,

In short girl, just feel you,

Feel you,

My espresso dream

Dark-skinned Queen

Shortie Supreme.

—Wally Cambridge

**Calling all artists, writers, and photographers! Engage wants you! Call Ginger @ 202.806.6866**

**ORGANIZATION YEARBOOK PICTURES**

*Schedule an appointment ASAP: call 806-7870 or stop by Suite G-06 in Blackburn Center*

**DEADLINE:**

Payment of $50 due by Oct. 20th with brief summary of org. (no more than 75 words and no less than 50 words)

**PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN**

Saturday, Nov. 4 - Sunday, Nov. 5

11:00-6:00 PM

Questions? Call the Yearbook @202.906.7870

Stop by Suite G-06 the Blackburn Center or email us @ Busyearbook@hotmail.com

**YOU SAID**

In a week you said that you loved me.

Said that you were of me.

Said that you were of me.

In a week you said that you loved me.

In a heavenly state of being

In a state of being

Where we can breathe each other’s impossible

And pure understanding

When you smile.

The way we can breathe each other’s impossible

And when those words are understood

As much more than

—Jabari Jamison

**A Higher Level**

**What I'm trying to say is pure,

Because words are impure.

They cannot express the meaning

That cannot be expressed

That cannot be spoken

That cannot be understood

That cannot be known

That is being inside of you

Inside you—so that I am not you and you are me.

Instead we are one separate entity.

And when those words are understood

As much more than

—Jabari Jamison**
FRIDAY, 6TH

Caribbean Black Bean Spoon, an independent film about an African-American couple who adopted a Vietnamese brother and sister, opens today at Dupont Circle 5. Written, produced and directed by Chia May Le, this film stars Susan Lohan and Paul Westfield.

If You Only Understand, the 1998 Spanish film, with English subtitles, centers on director Rolando Diaz's attempt to find a black actress in Havana for a major part in his next movie. This film explores the underlying racial issues in Cuban society. Anthropologist Michael Atwood Mason introduces the film which is presented in conjunction with National Hispanic Heritage Month. Showtime is 7pm at the National Museum of American Art, 600 Independence Ave. NW. For information, call 202-357-2700 FREE.

International musical entertainment comes to the Warner Theatre this weekend with Bahia Folclorico de Bahia. This troupe of 30 dancers, singers and musicians will fill the Warner with the sight and sound of Bahian folk dances from Africa. Afro dances and capoeira (a form of martial arts) are part of the performance. Shows begin tonight and Saturday at 7:30pm and tickets range from $15 to $50. For information, call Ticketmaster at 202-432-SEAT.

SATURDAY, 7TH

Let the tasting begin: The annual Taste of D.C. festival takes over Pennsylvania Avenue this weekend with food from 40 area restaurants and musical performances by local and local bands. Today, Average White Band and Malheita and the Hip Huggers perform on the Ninth Street stage. Admission to the festival is free, but tasters will pay for food and drink tickets. The fun lasts from 11a.m. to 6:30p.m. For information, call 202-724-5530.

Shake a hand with Tim Turner tonight at the MCI Center, 601 F St. NW. On what is allegedly his final major concert tour, Better is when we could actually invent favorites. "Better is Mary. "What's Love Got To Do With It?" Better Be Good To Me," to name a few. Mr. Turner is joined tonight by another legendary singer, Joe Costin. Tickets range from $35.50 to $79.25 and can be purchased through Ticketmaster by calling 202-432-SEAT. Show starts at 7:30pm.

Ruben Paez, award-winning Cuban-born pianist, performs today at 6pm at the Kennedy Center Eisenhower Auditorium at 7:30pm. Purchase tickets at the Cramton Box Office for $20.00. FREE.

It's the right time. It's the right place.

Please help build the National World War II Memorial, here on the Mall in Washington, D.C.

Because, incredibly, there is still no national memorial to honor the achievements of this great generation.

It's time to say thank you.
ONE MORE CHANCE!!!
YEARBOOK PICTURES
*Graduating Students Only!*

WHERE?
Music Listening Room,
Basement of Blackburn Center

WHEN?
Monday, Oct. 2nd - Oct. 20th
from MWF 10-6, TR 12-8

Minimum $10 Sitting
Fee, cash only

Questions? Call the Yearbook @ 202.806.7870
Stop by Suite G-06 the Blackburn Center or email us @
Bisonyearbook@hotmail.com
**HILLTOPICS**

**HELP WANTED**

We need a driver to run kids to/from school, please send resumes to Amanda Liberty (186 red and Hope Road, S.E.)

**Campus Organizations**

$2 for every 5 words for first 20 words and thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10 words and $1 for every additional 5 words. Local companies are charged $10 for first 20 words and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10 words and $1 for every additional 5 words.

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

Ballroom Dance Classes. Put on by the School of Communication. Details to come!!

The first meeting of the National Lambda and Gay Organization of Students of Howard University will be held (it's for real) on the first Tuesday of this semester. Please see Leslie White, C-, for details.

**FOR RENT**

2 BR w/ Jacuzzi bath, new carpet, and exposed brick. House for rent.

**HELP WANTED**

Technicians needed for performance and troubleshooting in Atlanta. Call phone for details. Call (404) 299-9978.

**SPRING BREAK 2001! CANCUN & BAHAMAS!**

1400 Shepherd Street, N.E. 202-887-0912

**PERSONNEL**

The above positions pay very good going rates and are available to start immediately.

**TRAVEL**

1521 Pennsylvania Ave. Suite 6

202-887-0912

**TRAVEL**

202-887-0912

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY!**

- LoLo (Loomis)

**THEパターン**

202-887-0912